CHAPTER II

The Law Department: Why and to What End

II: I. CAMPBELL'S ADDRESS AT THE OPENING OF THE LAW DEPARTMENT:

OCTOBER 3, 1859

SOURCE: Campbell, On the Study of the Law: An Address at the

Opening of the Law Department . . .(Ann Arbor, 1859)

In pursuance of the plan originally prepared for the organization of the

University of Michigan, a Law Department is now created. It has been

deemed proper, as an inauguration of this Department, that some explana-

tion should be given of the position it is expected to occupy, and of the

particular objects it is designed to accomplish, or aid in accomplishing. As

one of the Law Faculty, I have been entrusted with this duty; and I shall

ask your attention to a retrospective glance at the origin and design of the

University itself, as tending to elucidate it. For, although this Department

is now for the first time organized as a working part of the main Institution,

its plan is not of recent origin, and it has always been contemplated as

necessary to complete the round of University studies.

This State is a part of that territory which belonged to the old Con-

federation, before the American Congress received power to legislate on any

subject within the States themselves; and before the Constitution had de-

fined the relative positions of the States and the General Government. The

original territories were the only places subject to the local jurisdiction of

the Confederated Congress. Having just recovered independence, they were

disposed to act with great liberality towards a region which, under their
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fostering care, was expected to become a nursery of independent States, fit

for union with the old colonies which had earned their freedom so hardly.

The necessity of enlightenment was recognized as of the first importance,

and liberal provision was made for it. One section of land in each town-

ship was sacredly set apart for the use of schools; and in the Ordinance

of 1787 it is declared that "Religion, morality, and knowledge being neces-

sary to good government and the happiness of mankind, schools and the

means of education shall forever be encouraged."

As soon as the system of public surveys was completed, and before the

lands were actually surveyed and brought into market, an additional appro-

priation of one township of land was made, for the support of a seminary

of learning within this Peninsula. The mode of disposition of this land

was left to be provided for, whenever the local authorities should establish

the Institution.

In 1817, an act was passed by the Governor and Judges (then consti-

tuting a legislative board), for the incorporation of the Catholepistemiad,

or University of Michigania-an act containing provisions for organizing

many didaxiae, or professorships, under very uncouth names, and dis-
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figured by a barbarous pedantry which has brought ridicule upon the whole

scheme. There was, however, nothing ridiculous in the substance of this

law, which was not only a comprehensive and enlighted plan for a Uni-

versity, in its enlarged sense, but was, in many respects, in advance of the

times, and in some in advance of our own period. There is nothing in our

present legislation which manifests so exalted a sense of the duty of the

State to furnish its citizens with the highest, as well as the more common,

facilities for education. This University was the predecessor of the present

one, which is legally identical with it, but has been modified by subsequent

legislation. It was formally recognized as a part of the Government itself.

Its Professors received commissions under the great seal, and their salaries

were paid out of the treasury. It was to be supported by a fund raised by

general tax, amounting to fifteen per cent. of the whole territorial taxes,

which was to be kept as a separate fund in the treasury, and augmented by

monies raised from lotteries, as well as by the original government ap-

propriation of land. The tuition fees were hardly more than nominal; and

those unable to pay this small expense were entitled to free admission, upon

evidence of such inability. The University was made the real as well as

nominal head of the school system, with power to establish inferior col-

leges, seminaries, and schools, at pleasure. The branches taught were to

comprehend all the departments of knowledge usually embraced within the

limits of the most enlarged and exalted systems of education. As a recogni-
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tion of the duty of the State to support, by its own means, adequate institu-

tions of learning of the highest grades, and as a comprehensive plan of uni-

versal education, the law incorporating the University of Michigania will

survive the ridicule which may have justly attached to some of its peculiar-

ities, to receive honor and admiration from future ages. Pedantry may be

well excused, when it accompanies the enlarged views manifested in this

uncouth law.

In the same year in which this law was adopted, an appropriation was

made of certain lands to the new University, by an Indian treaty, the chiefs

who made it anticipating that some of their young men might desire a col-

lege education. Other donations were made from time to time; and, in 1826,

Congress increased its appropriation to an amount of land sufficient to

make up two townships. This Congressional fund forms the principal

source of revenue of the present University. The original charter was modi-

fied in 1821; and in 1837 it was re-modelled again into a shape which has

not since been essentially changed, except as regards the construction and

election of the Board of Regents, and the enlargement of their authority.

The act of 1837 provided more specifically than the previous statutes for

the organization of three separate Departments, one of which was to be a

Law Department.

The Department of "Literature, Science, and the Arts" was necessarily

the first one organized, as embracing the course of studies required for

general culture, a d, so far as it was confined to undergraduates, containing

the whole scheme of ordinary scholastic instruction. The Medical Depart-

ment has also been in successful operation for several years. No one now
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doubts the necessity or propriety of having both these Departments kept up

in the most thorough and efficient manner. A free Law School, however, is

something novel, in this country, at least; and therefore it may be desirable

to give some reasons why it has been deemed wise and expedient to establish

it.

The fact that the University has been designed from the outset to furnish

facilities for complete education, and that the Law Department entered into

that design, would be a sufficient reply to any questions on this matter; for

good faith would carry out such a trust, without reference to any notions of

its original expediency. But the plan rests upon well founded merits of its

own, and originated in the wisest views of public utility. The principles

which lie at the foundation of all teaching, from the earliest rudiments to

the highest attainments of science, are as applicable to this as to other

branches of knowledge; whether we regard those principles which enter into

the work of imparting knowledge, or those which justify its utility.

The propriety of encouraging any branch of education is dependent upon

the practical results which will flow from it. The first question to be put

in every case is, What substantial result can this accomplish ? and the second

is, By what method can this be made best to attain that result? Education

is not an idle and aimless work in any sense. It is always carried on with a

design; and the differences which arise among men concerning the value of

different systems are not always, or often, differences concerning the end,
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but are generally confined to the means.

The object of a University, which embraces within its sphere every de-

partment of knowledge, is to afford opportunity for training in all things

which go to make a perfect scholar. And, were its means unlimited, such

would undoubtedly be the aim of this Institution. Up to a certain point, in

our lower schools, every pupil must go through the same routine. The rules

of language, and the elements of mathematics and mechanics, are essential

to every one, whatever may be his destination in life. But as education

progresses, the lines of study diverge; and the further the student proceeds,

the more necessary it is for him to direct his especial attention to those

branches which will best fit him to attain success in the chosen sphere he has

determined to fill. True wisdom will dictate that the foundation should be

made broad, and that the preparation for any special department should be

general and liberal. But when this general preparation is complete-so

far as teaching can complete it-the attention must be devoted still more

earnestly, and with the aid acquired from previous discipline, to those

studies which bear more directly upon the pursuit which is to occupy

maturer life.

There are many pursuits, advancement in which can not be attained by

any mere teaching or study. In the mechanical departments, nothing can be

taught outside of the factory except the general principles of mechanics;

the further lessons must be had where the work itself is carried on. In

Agriculture, the bounds of outside study and preparaGon are similarly

limited; and the farmer must learn the practical application of his chemical,

or other knowledge, upon the land which he tills. In other pursuits, how-
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ever, and especially in Law and Medicine, although skill and advancement

must, in like manner, be obtained from actual practice, yet a longer prepara-

tion is needed of reading and study, than in the rest. Although both are

practical pursuits, relating to the most important human interests, they

rest upon principles of more subtle application than those, and demand

a different kind and a longer course of preliminary mental discipline.

And for this reason, although lawyers and physicians frequently receive

their professional instruction from private teaching, yet their teaching is

substantially the same as in schools; and schools have always existed for

teaching those sciences. An apprenticeship is necessary for complete edu-

cation in any art or science; and this is but a part of that apprenticeship.

There are persons who deny the necessity of any high standard of gen-

eral or professional education, and seek to prove their correctness by re-

ferring to the numerous instances of eminent success attained by those

whose education has been more limited. That such instances exist, and that

they are by no means few in number, is true; and every sensible man must

rejoice to see them. Were it not so, the men of past generations must have

been far behind the present; for the means of obtaining a liberal education

are not even now as free as they should be, and but a few years ago none

but the comparatively affluent could compass them. But the fact that these

successful men are found most actively engaged in promoting every-

where the advancement of education, in its highest and broadest sense, is
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the best evidence of their own views of its utility. They have not attained

their success without hard labor and stern discipline; and in most instances

they have added to it by the resources of minds more than usually active,

and by strong wills not yielding to difficulties or discouragement. But it

must be remembered that the world is not made up of uncommonly wise or

uncommonly strong men. The design of education is to enable every one

to use such faculties as he possesses to the best advantage. And it is only

by looking at the influence of sound and thorough training upon average

abilities, that we can determine its true value.

When we leave the higher ranks of any profession, or any business, and

examine into the condition of those who, with respectable talents and

ordinary industry, make up the great body of useful citizens, we have no

difficulty whatever in recognizing the value of training and discipline. The

well trained lawyer, when a point is presented to him, naturally and

habitually refers it to its place within general rules and established princi-

ples, and detects and exposes sophisms by a natural and easy process, sug-

gesting itself, and not requiring much labor to elucidate it. He presents

his views, whether forcibly or not, in a methodical and easy manner, and

the Court can readily apprehend his drift. His work is performed with no

immoderate labor, and his judgment is not apt to be wayward or capricious.

He tries questions by general principles, and is not easily led astray by

sophistic parallelisms and inapplicable analogies.

An untrained lawyer, of merely moderate ability, has a very difficult task

to accomplish; and it is not until he has gone through a practical course,

longer and more tedious than any preparatory one, that he can achieve
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success, or even moderate respectability, in his profession. Such men are

generally in great danger of becoming case-lawyers, unable to test the cor-

rectness of any question except by some decision which they conceive to be

precisely parallel, and unable to extract the principle on which the parallel

case was decided. As two precisely similar cases can not easily arise, it hap-

pens, of course, that very often the difference in facts should produce a

difference in result. To a sound lawyer, the principle to be deduced from a

decision is its only value, unless-which seldom happens-it is a merely

arbitrary precedent. And any one who has had experience in courts and

practice will acknowledge, that there is no more crying evil in the Law

than the misapplication of precedents, and no greater nuisance to the

administration of justice than a mind incapable of deducing legal princi-

ples. Rightly applied, the decisions of able courts have built up the Law on

a sure and sound foundation, to the prosperity of commerce, industry, and

property, and to the safety of every well ordered community. Wrongly ap-

plied, and wrested from their true meaning, the best decisions have been

used by pettifogging villains as texts for every species of tyranny and in-

justice. But if they could not find honest and well meaning men, unable

readily to analyze these precedents, and thus easily deceived by their

sophistry, very little mischief could ensue. It is not, however, in this way

only, that an untrained lawyer is debarred of success. His chief obstacle is

found in a want of method and order in thinking and in expressing his
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thoughts. This renders it very difficult for him to attain knowledge, and dis-

qualifies him for success in the conflicts of the bar, where readiness and

clearness are of the first importance. In appellate courts, where preparation

may be longer and more deliberate, this difficulty of slowness in preparation

is not so embarrassing, perhaps; but a lawyer who can not make his way

in the ordinary trials of causes, will not be apt to obtain opportunities to

argue them on review, and will not, if he obtains such opportunities, con-

tribute much to the success of his client, or materially relieve the Court in

its investigations.

Habits of mind must be formed; and they can only be formed by some

regular and continued training. And it must either be the generous and

easy training of early life, when the faculties are pliant, and the mind, free

from care, is able to act without bias or obstacle; or it must be the rugged

and dangerous training of professional labor, where every advance is at the

cost of infinite toil, attended often with mortifying mistakes and painful

exposures, which render the life of the aspirant anything but a pleasant

one. And not the least of his trials is the sight of those who excel him

neither in talent nor in energy, advancing rapidly beyond him, with no

greater labor, but with the advantages of a better training, and a more

entire command of their faculties. No man can succeed in life without great

and constant toil; but the success of any effort depends very much on the

skill with which every exertion is made available.

It not only concerns the State that every one should have all reasonable

facilities for preparing himself for any honest position in life to which he

may aspire, but it also concerns the community that the Law should be
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taught and understood. The general studies pursued in the University are

mainly designed as preparatives, and are not expected to supply the mind

of the student with knowledge to satisfy him for life. They are meant to

teach him how to acquire and use learning, and to give him the habit of

study, and of thought and reasoning. With the habits acquired, he may

forget much that he has learned, and yet retain the best part of his educa-

tion. But in the study of the Law, as in that of the other applied sciences, it

becomes more important to retain what is learned; and training is not the

only advantage to be derived from it. The principles of the Law become to

its future study and practice what the alphabet is to reading, or what the

elementary rules of mathematics are to its advanced branches. The princi-

ples must be mastered, and the student must learn to apply them to the

exigencies of human affairs, and the guidance of human conduct. But,

unlike the conventional rules which supply the elements of other knowledge,

the principles of the Law are generally based either on moral laws, or on

rules of expediency, deduced from the wisdom and experience of ages.

And, while some rules are not easily referred to their origin, all, whether

conventional or not in their nature, derive interest and importance from

their relation to human conduct. For if that which is merely speculative

in philosophy is regarded as invested with the dignity of the immortal

faculties with which it is concerned, we can not look down upon a science

which deals directly with the welfare of the State, and regulates all the
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external duties of its people. It would seem to require little reasoning to

show the importance of some knowledge of these principles to every one

who is able to acquire it.

While the object of founding this Department is chiefly to provide

some assistance in the training of good lawyers-an object the importance

of which will be referred to presently; yet such is not its only object. When

the law student leaves the University, he leaves it to pursue for a lifetime

the course which is here commenced. But every year, hundreds of young

men leave this place, some to preach .the Gospel, some to heal the sick,-

all to become citizens, and to take their place as active members of an

active community. In whatever sphere they move, and whatever course they

pursue, they live under the protection of the Law, and they are governed

by the restraints of the Law. It measures their rights, and it redresses their

wrongs.

Sir WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, when commencing his career as

Vinerian Professor at Oxford, delivered an opening discourse upon the

Study of the Law, which is one of the most complete essays on that subject

to be found in the English language. Its design was to impress upon the

young gentlemen of that University the propriety of introducing the study

of the Law as a part of the University course, and the necessity of an

elementary knowledge of it to every one intending or expecting to take

any active place in society. With a beauty of style and clearness of ex-

pression which can not be surpassed, he shows with invincible reasoning

how unwise it was for those who, by birth and position, were to be the

legislators, jurors, and justices of the Kingdom, and who had estates to
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dispose of, and large interests to manage, to be ignorant of the laws they

were to act upon and administer, and under which their property was to be

conveyed or devised. A more beautiful vindication of this science has

never been written; and it is worthy of the perusal of every scholar.

But the reasons which apply in favor of introducing the study of the

Law among the scholars of an English University, have much greater

force applied here. Every man here who inherits the condition of citizen-

ship, takes with it the right of voting for every elective officer in the State

or National administration, from the school district and township officers

to the Presidential electors. Every one is liable to perform jury and military

duty. Every one is eligible to office, judicial, legislative, and executive, of

every grade. There is not an office in the State in which serious legal in-

quiries may not frequently arise. The inspectors of elections are called

upon to decide upon the right of suffrage of each voter. The whole financial

interests of the State depend upon the correct action of the township officers.

Local boards set in motion proceedings involving the very highest preroga-

tive of sovereignty,-the taking of private property for public use. The

justices of the peace, in addition to important criminal powers, decide all

controversies of small pecuniary amount, involving frequently the most

difficult and complicated legal investigations. The county boards exercise

extensive legislative and judicial functions without appeal. In all of these

matters, public and private rights are constantly involved and discussed, and
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ignorance of the Law has frequently led to results deplorable and alarming.

In the administration of criminal law by ignorant officials, there is room for

more immediate and visible evils; and in the history of this State, in more

than one instance, that ignorance has led to unlawful violence, and the

shedding of innocent blood.

The brief tenure of our legislative bodies multiplies greatly the number

of those who are called upon to participate in the duty of forming our body

of statutes. General intelligence and good sense have been found, by sad

experience, not to compose all the elements necessary for sound legislation.

As every man is called upon to vote for or against each statute which is

before the legislature, every man should understand and fully appreciate

the effect of what he votes upon. It was never the intention of our Govern-

ment that the responsibility and duty of legislation should fall on a minority

of the members-still less upon an unknown minority; and yet such is fre-

quently the case. Laws are passed without a knowledge of existing legisla-

tion on the same subject. Laws are passed in ignorance of the legal effect

of the language used. And, what is worse, it is a rare occurrence for a

session to take place without the enactment of provisions rendered void

by some express clause of the Constitution. This could never be done,

if each member acted intelligently and deliberately, upon every law and

every part of a law, with the most ordinary knowledge of the elements of

legal interpretation. It is undoubtedly true that other difficulties beyond

ignorance of the Law embarrass legislative bodies; but an elementary

knowledge of it would tend not only to make more perfect the laws actually
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passed, but to restrain action upon any law until its effect is fully ap-

preciated.

But, apart from the participation in public duties, the condition of our

people renders some knowledge of the Law necessary in their private con-

cerns. There are few men in the country who are not in the habit of making

bargains of various kinds, without the intervention or aid of legal advisers.

These bargains embrace every variety of transactions, including contracts

executed and contracts executory, upon all subjects, and referring to all

kinds of labor and property. In such matters the shrewd business man,

who knows precisely the legal effect of his agreements, has a great advantage

over his less informed associate; and a great majority of the litigated ac-

tions which burden our courts, and vex our citizens, spring from honest

misapprehension on one side, and often on both sides, of the real rights

and liabilities of the parties litigant. Where parties, distrustful of their

own skill, seek aid from the neighboring magistrates, the same difficulties

occur with not much less frequency.

Some of the most unfortunate difficulties which arise, relate to the

transfer and enjoyment of real estate. Although our laws have wisely

removed all obstructions to the free disposition of lands, yet there are

incidents to this species of property which render it much more important

than personal property. Apart from pecuniary value (and its permanent

character renders it the most stable representative of wealth), its very use is
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so associated with all of our best interests and enjoyments, that no one can

disturb the title of an old homestead without exciting a degree of sorrow

and indignation, aroused by no other encroachments on the rights of

property. The facility of dealing in lands has rendered it easy for every one

to procure some interest in the soil; and the great bulk of our country

population own the title to the farms they occupy. And yet every farmer

of much experience knows of many instances in which the titles of these

occupants are invalid; and the invalidity is of such a nature that a very

moderate degree of skill, in the persons who drew the papers or examined

the title, would have prevented any such difficulty. Our land laws are

simple enough, but they require accuracy in their administration; and those

who are not very familiar with them are very apt to fall into grievous

mistakes.

Commercial Law had its origin in the increasing claims of mercantile

affairs to importance and consideration. It has grown up with little aid or

regulation from statutes, and is, like the early Common Law, mostly un-

written, and found only in decisions and text books. Its general principles

are derived from the necessities of Commerce in its broadest sense, and its

arbitrary rules had a similar origin. In the present condition of things,

when business is not confined to local traffic, but extends into sister States

and foreign countries quite as generally, no one can be regarded as fit to

undertake a responsible commercial charge without some knowledge of the

laws which regulate it. This knowledge can not be obtained in the counting-

room. The forms and relations of business are so rapidly changed'and
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modified by the new discoveries in science, and the enlarged means of

communication, that, unless already possessed of a competent knowledge

of general principles, the merchant must either fall behind the times, or

learn by a very expensive course of lessons from experience. Commercial

colleges have become a recognized and important means of preparation in

mercantile habits; but, unless they provide for a thorough training in the

laws of business, they omit a most important branch of instruction, which

is not compensated by any routine training. Mercantile law is as necessary

to be understood by a thorough business man, as navigation by a shipmaster.

It is very true that merchants can find legal advisers in case of doubt, but

the most serious difficulties often arise where none were anticipated, and

when advice comes too late.

The laws applicable to Wills and Descents have been much simplified;

and every one should have some knowledge of them. Wills are often drawn

in terms which would never have been used if the testator had been rightly

informed. It is a very common thing for those who desire to dispose of their

affairs themselves, to ascertain the necessary formalities, and then draw

their own wills. These instruments often prove abortive, so far as the real

design is concerned, and yet stand in the law because having a clear and

legal meaning. Sometimes they avail in part, but fail where perhaps a

failure would have been most dreaded. There is a disposition manifested by

many persons to confide in their counsel, in preparing their wills, no more
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than they themselves deem essential; and no advice avails to draw out any

further information. This is one of those unaccountable weaknesses which

every practitioner sometimes encounters, and which render legal services

of little avail. t seems to be without remedy, and its ill effects can only

be avoided by more general familiarity with the Law; which is the more

important in this class of cases, because the death of the testator puts all

his mistakes beyond the reach of correction. Those purchasing estates

from the supposed heirs of intestates are liable to the most serious errors

as to the amount and the extent of their rights. In all cases where the title

falls through collateral lines-in spite of the plain provisions of our

statutes-experience has shown the most singular carelessness to prevail.

Floating notions obtained from the laws and customs of the States from

which they emigrated, or ridiculous fables which have circulated among

wondering gossips until their origin becomes inscrutable, are acted upon by

our citizens, intelligent as well as stupid, with the most implicit confidence.

There is but one means of extirpating these evils. The foundation of true

notions must be laid with early education, and the first views received upon

such subjects must be correct ones. Village oracles are always supposed to

know more on all subjects than those whose lives are devoted to their study';

and until the general sentiment is corrected, by early information, men

will rush into ruinous mistakes, and blame any thing and every thing for

their misfortunes, sooner than trace them to their true cause.

There is much in every law course which is entirely intelligible to every

class of students, and there are many subjects (of which those alluded to

are specimens) which commend themselves to every intelligent mind as
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important to be understood by all. The Constitutions which form our

common safeguards from illegal encroachments,-the laws affecting trade

and ordinary contracts, the laws regulating the enjoyment and transmission

of estates, and the penal code-are all of general and individual concern.

It is no ground of relief in a court of justice, to assert that an act has

been done under a mistake of law. The contract, which has been made with

a knowledge of all the facts bearing upon it, will be enforced, notwithstand-

ing such mistake. It is no defence to a criminal charge that the accused

did not know that his act was made penal by the law of the land. If he has

done wilfully and intentionally a forbidden act, he is not shielded because he

did not know it to have been forbidden. And this rule of law is not an un-

reasonable one. Society could not exist without it. The well disposed can

not have their lives and property left to the uncertain tenure of another's

ignorance.

If long usage had not blinded us to the appearance of things, it would

seem very strange that so many otherwise well educated and intelligent

persons, mingling freely in the world, and aware of what is going on

.around them, should be ignorant of the common principles of law which

concern them in their daily acts and familiar interests. The student is pre-

sumed to know the distinguishing features of all Governments, and espe-

cially the great characteristics of British and American institutions. He is

expected to be able to form an intelligent judgment upon the merits of the
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various questions which have given rise to great movements and revolutions.

And yet when the same questions arise in our midst, and the great principles

of legal right are invoked by our own citizens, no thought springs up sug-

gested by that old experience, and the profoundest principles pass unheeded.

Our legal duties and privileges, an assurance of which should form a part

of our very being, always suggesting the rule whenever the rule applies, are

not learned at all-much less indelibly written in our hearts.

This is not the rule which we apply to other matters. An empiric who

attempts to minister to the diseases which- assail our bodies, without a care-

ful preparation of diligent study, can not escape the well merited contempt

of the community. The workman who, without some apprenticeship, under-

takes to pursue the calling of a skilled mechanic, is disgraced as an ignorant

pretender. We employ for our aid, in supplying the common necessities of

life, those who are qualified by something more than natural gifts to execute

the work entrusted to them. But that which is our only safeguard against

wrong and oppression,-that which determines the temporal welfare and

prosperity of ourselves and our children-that which defines the boundaries

between the law-abiding citizen and him who disregards the laws-is left

to be learned piecemeal and hap-hazard, and in many things not learned at

all. The citizen may be ignorant of the Constitution which governs the

State, and which received its force from his vote. The legislator may be

ignorant of the laws he attempts to amend, and of the legal effect of those

he is actually voting upon. It is not wonderful that laws are passed which

go utterly disregarded; but it is wonderful that, with such anomalies, in a

free popular government, provision has not long since been made for a more
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complete elementary training in legal principles, in every academy in the

land.

In recognizing and establishing a legal course as a proper supplement to

a general University course, the authorities of this State have introduced

no system foreign to the rest. The duties of a citizen can never be too fully

inculcated. Practical education is designed to make men fit for their

duties. It should, so far as may be, fit them for all their duties. Having

passed through the preliminary stages of study, and received that mental

training which a literary and scientific course is so well adapted to give, the

young men will be able, with speed and discernment, to master such of the

branches of the Law as are necessary to their information as prudent citi-

zens; and the time which is spared for this purpose will not in after life

be considered as unwisely spent.

To another Department of the University the facilities for obtaining

some legal instruction will be of great utility. The subject of Medical

Jurisprudence is one which may be regarded as common ground for the Law

and Medical schools. No lawyer can instruct law students in the strictly

medical part of that science, and few physicians or surgeons can teach

medical students in the legal branches of it. With the two faculties working

side by side, the two classes of students can obtain much useful information;

and if a plan can be devised for parallel and joint instruction, to some ex-

tent, in the particular subdivision of legal medicine, the advantages will be
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greatly increased. The advance of science has done much, and is doing

more, to aid the Law by its discoveries. In criminal law, the fearful in-

crease of death by subtle poisons has been the occasion of calling the at-

tention of the medical profession to perfecting new and more accurate

tests for the detection of the deleterious substances employed; and the

celebrated case of the murderer PALMER has excited fresh investigations,

which have led to very satisfactory results. But in civil, as well as criminal

cases, medical testimony is often of the utmost importance. The whole

subject of insanity, and its kindred topics, is, to a great extent, connected

with medical science. The temporary as well as permanent effects of

peculiar disorders and remedies upon the reasoning powers, are often

governing facts in the decision of important causes. It can not have escaped

attention, however, that many medical witnesses, in giving their testimony,

are exposed to serious annoyances, owing as much to their inadvertent dis-

regard of the legal rules of evidence, as to any want of courtesy in their

examiners. The rules which determine when opinions may be received,

and when they must be excluded, and those which apply to hearsay testi-

mony, are, to the uninitiated, serious stumbling blocks. Every one sees the

propriety of demanding the sanction of an oath or judicial affirmation to

every statement which affects the property or interests of a party litigant;

but every one does not, unless his attention is rigidly turned to it, distinguish

in his statements between those things which he has heard from what he

deems reliable sources, and those things which he has seen or knows from

the evidence of his own senses. Nor does he, in expressing opinions, always

reflect that there may enter into the grounds of those opinions disputed facts
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and unsupported assumptions. Medical testimony has had much discredit

thrown upon it by the somewhat reckless way in which careless witnesses

have given opinions on imperfect grounds; and the blame has sometimes

been as indiscriminating as the obnoxious evidence. But when clear headed

and accurate medical witnesses appear upon the witness-stand, and testify

with care and precision, they have always been regarded as important, if

not governing witnesses, upon the matters to which their attention is turned.

There can be no sort of doubt that an intelligent physician, by a little

time spent in studying such of the rules of evidence as are most likely to

apply to medical testimony, will not only qualify himself to testify in-

telligibly and accurately, but may become of great public service in aiding

the correct administration of justice. He sees what no other disinterested

observer can see, and understands what to those around him may be en-

tirely unintelligible. There are rules of evidence, the study of which will aid

him much in knowing how and what to observe. For that which is sufficient

for his use as a physician, is not all that an acute observer can see, in those

instances where the seeds of litigation are sown. And when he learns to look

at circumstances with the observation of a lawyer as well as of a man of

science, his eyes may be opened to see through many mysteries. It often hap-

pens, in farming districts, that a physician, who sees the urgent necessity

that a sick or wounded person should settle his worldly affairs without delay,

ascertains that no competent assistance can be obtained for that purpose
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before it is too late. Most men are apt to put off these arrangements too long.

Unless the medical attendant can properly frame a will, the estate must

often be diverted from its intended objects; and in many cases the results

are deplorable. If he has competent skill, he can perform the task more

perfectly than any other; for he knows all the symptoms of waning reason

and strength, and is not likely to wait beyond the period when the testator

passes the line between competency and incompetency, and ceases to have

the disposing mind which the law requires for a testamentary act. A physi-

cian, too, is frequently more thoroughly acquainted with the family affairs

of his patient than the most intimate legal adviser; and the knowledge ob-

tained in this relation is of great value, in enabling suggestions to be made,

which relieve the anxiety of the dying man, and save from over-exertion

faculties which have become enfeebled and sluggish.

Even if no provision were made with a view to the education of pro-

fessional lawyers, a Law Department could not be regarded as foreign to

the plan of a University. To the considerations already mentioned, many

more could be added; but it is unnecessary to dwell any longer upon this

view of the subject.

Very few intelligent persons dispute the necessity of having in every

country a body of men whose lives are devoted to the practice of the Law.

There are some who decry the profession as an evil; but when they get into

difficulty they are generally glad enough to resort to counsel for aid in their

troubles; and if they fail to do so, they are likely to repent it. The folly of

these senseless prejudices is sufficiently betrayed by the common experience

of mankind.
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If the Law were designed to enforce in every case what an enlarged

morality requires as the duty of man to man, and if we could find for its

ministers perfect beings who could read the hearts of men, and do unerring

justice, there would be no need of a legal profession, or of courts of law.

We should need neither statutes nor commentaries. But to entrust judges

with the power of administering justice according to their own notions,

would be worse than restoring pure despotism. SELDEN, although wrong

in his views concerning the real power of Courts of Equity, very quaintly

and forcibly expresses the evils of entrusting any court with such plenary

powers. "Tis all one as if they should make the standard for measure the

Chancellor's foot. What an uncertain measure would this be. One Chancel-

lor has a long foot; another a short foot; a third an indifferent foot. It is

the same thing with the Chancellor's conscience." It would be well for

those who sometimes find fault with decisions, because they fail to do justice

in a given case, to ponder the consequences which would follow, if judges

were relieved of the duty now laid upon them of deciding according to

what the law is, and not what in their view it ought to be. There is a strong

temptation at times, where unjust consequences will follow from enforcing

the law, to assume the prerogative of doing what is supposed to be abstract

justice. But every such act, however meritorious it may seem at first, is

culpable and unjustifiable. The making of laws is not entrusted to the

judiciary. And so long as a rule stands as settled law, any wilful violation
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of it, from whatever motive, is just as much an act of tyranny as if an execu-

tive officer should nullify the statutes, and assume arbitrary prerogative.

It was long ago declared that, wherever the law is vague or uncertain,

the people are in miserable slavery. They can not tell, when they do an

act or make an agreement, whether they are violating the law, or assuring

to themselves any rights. They can not even tell under whose judgment

their condition is to be determined; for the magistrate of to-day, when

the act is done, may not be the one of hereafter, when it is judged; and

that which is based upon the enlightened wisdom of a MANSFIELD, may

not commend itself to a JEFFRIES or a SCROGGS. The law must be so

settled that every man may know his rights and obligations, and make his

contracts accordingly. Such has been the rule laid down by the wisdom of

ages; and so just is it, that in those cases where, under supposed peculiar

hardships, courts have sometimes interfered by crossing this line, in a great

majority of instances they have done actual as well as legal injustice.

It is one of the advantages which we have derived from our mother

country, that a very large portion of our law is found, not in statute books,

but recorded in the decisions of early courts, which express, not the opinions

of those tribunals upon what should be law, but their recognition of the

established customs of the realm. Those customs were the embodiment of

old and simple legal principles, as modified and applied by the general ex-

perience of the people. They: embraced no crude theories, and no im-

practicable conditions. And, having their origin in the approval of popular

experience, obedience was not irksome, and duty was easily known and

understood. All of those rules or customs were required to be'reasonable,
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general, and ancient. And the wisdom of man never has devised, and never

can devise, a written code, which can mould itself to the popular wants, or

adapt itself to the growth of expanding civilization, like the slow and

spontaneous product of the common will, as it grew into the Common Law.

Here, as in England, many customs have required changing, and many

exigencies have arisen, and will arise, requiring statutory intervention; but

the main body of our legal principles must always be traced to the free

and manly elements of the Common Law of England. Its time-honored

principles were the vindication of our Revolution; and when we depart from

these principles we shall not be advancing towards truer freedom.

It must be plain to all judgments, that the task of studying out this

system of jurisprudence, and harmonizing with it our numerous statutes,

can not safely be entrusted to ignorance or inexperience. To an untrained

mind, the great body of common law maxims and statutory enactments

presents an appearance confused, if not chaotic. When asked to determine

the rights of a given case, by reference to this vast treasury of law, the

first idea is to hunt for analogies; and when a precedent is found that re-

sembles it in one or more features, a conclusion is jumped at, and the

selected rule applied. In many cases it is about as correct as it would be to

class together lambs and wolves, because both are quadrupeds. The

analogies with which true science deals are real, and not delusive; and rest,

not in external resemblances, but in substantial identity. The governing
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rules are not learned from a partial and careless survey, but from a minute

comparison of the whole. Any system of law which does not approve itself

by its applicability to all the ordinary concerns of life, is defective. But if

precedents were not based upon general principles, there could be no such

thing as a legal system. An offence which did not square in all circumstances

with one already recorded and punished, must go scot-free. An agreement

not anticipated in the past, would be unprovided for. The rights and duties

of men would never be thoroughly defined until the race is extinguished.

Our rights and obligations depend on no such absurdities. The Law exists

in as complete a form as human foresight could make it, and is as de-

pendent on general principles as any human science. Like all other sciences,

it is capable of enlargement and extension, but, like them, its growth should

be by harmonious increase, and not by added excrescences. And no one can

assume to have attained any progress in the knowledge of this science,

until he has learned to recognize its living and eternal principles, and

learned also to apply them to the exigencies of human life. And when we

pause to consider the immensity of the field occupied by it, and the great

and serious interests with which it deals, we should regard no labor as too

irksome, and no training too severe, in the preparation for this study. I

say in the preparation for this study, for the true study begins when actual,

and not imaginary, cases call for the application of legal rules; arid it may

be profitably pursued through a lifetime.

The nature and carefulness of the preliminary study of any subject,

should bear some relation to the magnitude and importanice of the ultimate

pfrsuit. And it is safe to say that, after the'subjects which concern the
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eternal future, there is no department of human study which deals with

more important interests than the Law. It is the binding principle of all

organized society, and the only true upholder of every government. When

individuals rebel against society, and seek to impair the private security or

public peace, it is the law of the land which judges them, and it is through

the legal tribunals that justice is asserted. When the public infringes upon

the rights of the subject, every constitutional government gives him redress

through the courts against the unlawful usurpation. When the life, liberty,

property, or domestic rights of one citizen, are invaded or denied by another,

the law furnishes protection and redress. Where there is no law there is no

freedom.

All persons who assume the position of legal practitioners, assume the

right and the duty of asserting the principles of the law against any public

or private violation of individual privileges. They stand between the

criminal and his pursuers, to oppose any unlawful condemnation. They

stand up for the public, to see that the criminal shall not escape on any un-

lawful subterfuge. They are bound to know every rule which applies either

to condemn or to save him. In all the ramifications of evidence, as well as

on the general principles of criminal law, the counsel engaged must be

prompt to detect every violation of established rules, and to vindicate

every rule unijustly assailed. And this he must do at once, as the question

arises. The rule itself must be deduced and enforced from the laws which
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common experience has drawn from human conduct. And the trial of a

single important criminal cause, on complex circumstantial evidence, il-

lustrates more of the laws of mind, and calls for a knowledge of more

of those laws, than would occur to a cloistered student in a lifetime.

In trying the validity of a contested will, there is an equally important

field of investigation, in applying the law to human conduct. The probabili-

ties of the adoption of one course or another, from the habits and affections

of the deceased-the extent of mental capacity, and the probabilities of

capability or incapability, sanity or unsoundness, at a particular time-the

lingering paternal love for undutiful children, or the capricious and brutal

rejection of the dutiful,--the secret history of domestic life revealed or

skilfully inferred,-the effect of sickness, and the remedies applied to

alleviate it, or of baneful drugs administered for dishonest ends-these,

and many other kindred matters, are brought into view; and the counsel

who tries, and the judge who decided the cause, must apply to the solution

of the difficulties they suggest great insight into very important and difficult

questions, or the truth can never be reached.

The trial of Patent Cases involves an accurate knowledge of mechanical

principles, as well as of the law applying to inventions. In Admiralty causes,

besides curious revelations of human nature, there are questions of cur-

rents and counter-currents, winds and waves, with their forces and combina-

tions, the seaworthiness of ships, and the choice of probabilities, depending

upon so many elements, that there is need of great knowledge, fertile

imagination, and strong reasoning powers, to deduce from the chaos of facts

a true result, and apply to that result the legal consequences. There is no
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subject whatever that may not enter into the inquiries of a law suit, and its

possibilities are only limited by the limits of human ingenuity and human

interests.

If there is any profession or pursuit which demands the strongest exer-

tions of all the intellectual faculties, it is the Law. They are greatly mis-

taken who suppose that a little reading of law books will qualify one for

this practice. The old system adopted in niost States required seven years'

study before admission to the bar, four years of which might have been

devoted to classical or similar studies. In this State, a three years' law

course was required in all cases. A bill has recently been introduced into

Parliament by Lord CAMPBELL, to allow those who have received uni-

versity degrees to be admitted as attorneys and solicitors on a shortened ap-

prenticeship. This term was not prescribed merely for the amount of legal

knowledge which might be acquired in it, for then a measure of acquisitions

would have been adopted. The reason for requiring this measure of time

was to ensure habits of study and discipline, which must always be a work

of years. Habits long formed are easily kept up, and the mind becomes en-

abled to act spontaneously, and without sensible effort, in the paths thus

worn for it. And those whose attention has been called to the effect of our

present system, which requires no particular period of study before admis-

sion, are not favorably impressed with the result. It is not very difficult to

acquire enough law to bear a tolerable examination, without any real fitness
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for the bar. And, as a general rule, those who rush through a short course,

and obtain admission, do not reach a respectable position any sooner than

if they had followed the old course. They become bewildered in the

rapid movements of trials, and lose their coolness and self-reliance. Unless

possessed of more than ordinary energy, they become tempted to depend

upon other counsel; and fall back, and remain in the position of mere at-

torneys. The ranks of the bar, properly so called, are not increased as

rapidly as formerly, in comparison with the numbers admitted to practice

law.

It is to be hoped that the time allotted to the completion of a full course

in this Law Department, will aid those who avail themselves of it, in system-

atic study and learning, and direct them into such a way as may lead to a

due appreciation of the legal profession, and its duties and responsibilities.

No school is capable of imparting, and no mind is capable of learning, the

whole science of the Law, so as to exhaust it. Practice, and careful study,

in connection with practice, must complete the work. But success at the

bar is mainly dependent on a right commencement; and the patience and

diligence expended in laying a sure foundation, will never be regretted.

It is not a requisite of admission here that a college course should have

been pursued first; but it is a matter of congratulation that, by making this

school a part of the University, the propriety and utility of that preparation

is recognized. A full acquaintance with the structure and derivation of

language will lead to accuracy in its use; and accuracy is greatly essential

in the law. A thorough grounding in mathematical studies will lead to

method and attention; and the intricacies of law suits require unwearied
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patience in following every clue, and tracing every connection. The art of

reasoning forcibly and correctly, and adorning and elucidating argument

by choice and fitting language, can nowhere be acquired more completely

than in the seats of elegant learning.

No acquisitions can be too extensive, and no study too complete, to pre-

pare one for all the duties of the bar. There is no kind of knowledge which

may not be turned to account in the practice of the Law. Controversies

arise upon every imaginable subject, and evidence is introduced, and in-

quiries are set up on every variety of questions, from theological tenets

through the whole realms of art and nature. When a scientific witness is

examined, the examining or cross-examining counsel must fail in getting

out the whole truth, unless he has at least knowledge enough to direct his

investigations. And so, upon all other ranges of inquiry, there is the same

necessity for counsel to be informed. If universal knowledge were attain-

able, every lawyer should seek to attain it.

But while this completeness of knowledge is out of the question, it is

nevertheless a plain dictate of common sense that the sound lawyer should

be prepared, whenever the occasion arises, to master so much of any branch

of knowledge as his case demands. And this necessity shows how desirable

it is that every faculty should be trained to work promptly and thoroughly.

And the moral is not to be divorced from the intellectual. Above and beyond

all other similar pursuits, the profession of the Law deals with the acts
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and motives of mankind. In most legal inquiries, the design to be derived

from the facts proved is the principal, if not the only thing in controversy.

The rules of law are based upon human conduct; and no one who has not

patiently studied, and has not a reasonable knowledge of, human nature,

can hope for success at the bar. And this knowledge can never be thor-

oughly acquired without honesty of purpose, and a healthy state of morals.

There are many vile men who have sounded the depths of diseased natures,

and are familiar with all the turnings and expedients of the depraved. But

their cunning forsakes them when they deal with the frank and the virtu-

ous; for GOD has wisely ordered that wicked craft can never attain the

heights of wisdom. And those who have steadily watched the career of

brilliant knaves, will bear witness that their judgment is rarely enlarged by

experience, and that, as time wears on, their inward treachery becomes so

apparent in their outward features, that the subtlety which once could en-

trap the most wary, is at last unavailing to ensnare the simple.

Neither are those to be followed who would shut out the lawyer from

liberal and polite knowledge. The Law deals with men as they are; and he

who denies to any of his faculties the exercise which is most fitting for

them, deprives himself of weapons which he can not wisely spare. The

Law must not be neglected for other pursuits. But the study of Law is not

the study of law books alone. And when we compare the dry-brained sages

who have decried all other knowledge, with those who have added elegant

attainments to legal lore, their fame sinks into nothingness. Within the

last century the Law has advanced into greater completeness and more

rational progress than was ever dreamed of before. Law reform in this
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country has not always been wise or consistent. But here it has not gen-

erally been the work of our sound lawyers, and its defects are not charge-

able to the profession. In England it has been the work of lawyers alone.

Sir WILLIAM

JONES, MANSFIELD, BROUGHAM, ROMILLY,

MACKINTOSH, TALFOURD, and a host of other worthies, living and

dead, have reaped laurels as poets, historians, philosophers, and statesmen,

and raised the standard of legal science to a position worthy of its character

as the regulator and preserver of the great interests of society. The men

who have changed Law from a technical art to an enlarged and noble sci-

ence, have always been men of liberal minds and broad views. And no one

who compares the scholastic narrowness of some of the ancient legal

pedants with the profound wisdom of MARSHALL, could wish that the

measure of our liberties should have fallen into other hands.

Let every one come to the study of the Law with a proper sense of its

dignity and importance. To such as seek to pursue it with the desire of

aiding justice, and honorably advancing the welfare of society, it is a study

full of interest, and well worthy of ambition. But those who approach it

with the mean desire of using their knowledge to aid cunning and rapacity,

will fail to fathom its deepest mysteries; and sooner or later will reap a

deserved harvest of scorn and dishonor.

11:2. CIIRISTIANCY'S ADDRESS TO TIIE FIRST GRADUATING CLASS OF THE

LAw DEPARTMENT
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SOURCE: Address of the Hon. I. P. Christiancy to the First Gradu-

ating Class of the Law Department of the University of

Michigan, March 28, d86o. (Detroit, 1860)

GENTLEMEN OF TIE GRADUATING CLASS:

I congratulate you upon the advantages you have enjoyed here, the zeal

with which you have availed yourselves of those-advantages, the successful

progress you have made, and the substantial evidence of that success you

are now about to receive.

Each of you, as I am informed, had already spent some time in the same

study, in the office of some practical lawyer, and some of you had already

entered upon the practice of the law. You can, therefore, appreciate the

difficulties and embarrassments attending the acquisition of systematic legal

knowledge in that way, and the great advantages of an orderly and system-

atic course of instruction, such as you have just received here.

The law, like every other science, has its rudiments and its more advanced

stages, its general principles and special departments, and hence a pro-

gressive system or order of development; and without due regard to some

proper system of development, much of the time of the student is lost, and

many of his strongest efforts rendered abortive.

While study in an office is essential to the acquisition of ready, practical

skill in the application of legal principles, and should therefore form a part

of a practical legal education;. yet the time and attention of the lawyer in
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active practice is generally, from necessity, occupied in so desultory a man-

ner, to meet the exigencies of the various cases and business transactions

thrown upon his hands, that he has little time to aid the student in any

orderly course of instruction. The most he can generally do is to recom-

mend a certain course of reading, and occasionally to inspect his progress.

The student is therefore left mostly to himself in the pursuit of legal princi-

ples, and especially in their classification. And, though many do obtain

a systematic knowledge of legal principles in this way, yet it is at the ex-

pense of much more time, and much greater effort; and, too often, the

result is to make the student look upon the law as an art, rather than a

science; to give a kind of a mechanical dexterity in the management of

some of its machinery, than a broad scientific view of its principles. The

dry rules of law, without reference to their reasons, are too apt to be mis-

taken for the law itself. The abstract rides of law, without reference to

the reasons upon which they are founded, are merely arbitrary and techni-

cal. They are but the dry bones of the law, and represent the law about as

faithfully as the dry, bony skeletons, to be found in another department

of this institution, represent the living man.

There is a strong tendency in the human mind, especially among those

who do not like the labor of intense thought and close investigation, and

who find it easier to resort to the stores of memory than to the reasoning

powers, to mistake the mere scaffolding or the machinery of a science for
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the science itself; and the mode in which the study of the law is pursued in

an office is not sufficiently calculated to check this tendency. The student

is set to copying legal papers from drafts furnished him, or to drawing

from, or merely filling up, printed forms, before he has sufficiently acquired

and classified the legal principles which govern them. He is too apt to take

it for granted that there is some mysterious potency in certain forms of

words. He does not stop, and generally has not time, to analyze them, and

to apply the principles of law which alone give them efficiency. The result

is, that he often misapplies them; and when a pleading or other paper is to

be drawn, for which he can find no form at all applicable, he is at once in

the clouds. The same habit of mind leads him to stretch the application of

abstract rules to cases not within their spirit, and which, upon principle,

should constitute exceptions or qualifications; and when a question is pre-

sented for his opinion, to look for a precedent, rather than the principles

which should govern its solution. If the case or the question, calling for

his action, happen to fall strictly within some established legal formula, or

to conform, in all respects, to some decided case, he feels strong. In prepar-

ing his case for trial, he hunts up his precedents and authorities with refer-

ence to a supposed state of facts; and if these facts come out as anticipated,

it is all very well. But such is the perversity of human conduct, that most

of it fails to proceed in straight lines, or in true curves, or at any regular or

definite angles, and can not therefore be estimated by any geometrical lines

or figures whatever. And cases are constantly thrusting themselves for-

ward for decision, whose features exhibit a contemptuous disregard of all

legal formulas, and which evidently never attempted to shape themselves
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upon the model of any decided case-cases in which the various ingredients

of human conduct, rights and wrongs, and legal principles, are curiously

mixed and blended together; the combined result of which presents a new

compound, for which the chemistry of the law has yet established no fixed

rule or formula, and which requires a new and independent analysis, to be

framed from first principles. And these novel features and strange compli-

cations often present themselves, for the first time, upon the trial. The man

of cases and precedents is then at fault, and gropes his way in darkness; for,

though the principle which might illuminate his case, and guide him out of

his difficulties, may glimmer feebly in the distance, his base of observation,

his intellectual orbit, is too contracted to enable him to obtain a parallax,

to determine its true position or his own, or to distinguish it from a

thousand other twinkling luminaries which he sees scattered over the

firmament.

Case lawyers are like pilots unskilled in the science of navigation, who

succeed well enough while they hug the coast and keep the headlands in

view, but are always in danger of being lost when they are driven beyond the

sight of land. While he whose mind is well stored with the principles and

reasons of the law-who, when a question is presented, instead of seeking

first for a case, recurs at once to his own internal resources, determines

what, upon principle, the law must be, and resorts to cases only for illustra-

tion and proof-such a man is ready for any emergency, and is never dis-
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concerted when his case suddenly assumes a new phase. He finds, in the

resources of his own mind, compass and quadrant, chart and chronometer,

calculates his place, takes boldly to the open sea, and strikes directly for his

destination.

Broad as is the field of legal science, he who aspires to eminence in his

profession must not confine his attention to legal knowledge alone. The

broader his field of observation, the more extensive his acquaintance with

other branches of knowledge, the greater his prospects of success at the bar.

Every science, every species of information, is more or less frequently

brought into requisition. No other profession requires so extensive an

acquaintance with the whole cyclopedia of human knowledge. It is there-

fore peculiarly appropriate that instruction in this science should be con-

nected with the University, where the other sciences also are taught.

Nor is there any profession, the successful practice of which, so impera-

tively requires a man's qualifications to come fully up to his pretensions;

nor, in which it is so difficult, I may say impossible, to get a reputation for

qualifications which he does not possess. The medical profession offers

much greater facilities for quackery and imposture; but the truly scientific

physician grapples with imposture under much greater disadvantages than

the lawyer.

The professional duties of the physician are not generally performed in

the presence, and much less under the scrutiny, of competent judges, and

never under the eyes of those especially employed to expose his errors.

And when, by chance or otherwise, the blunders of the incompetent, come

to the knowledge of the scientific physician, he finds it perilous to expose
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them; for if the imposter have a fair exterior, a plausible address and a

good share of tact, he will often, if not generally, succeed in persuading the

majority to attribute to professional jealousy every attempt to expose his

ignorance.

But there is no room for successful quackery in the practice of the law.

Every effort of the lawyer, in the management of his cause, is subject to the

closest scrutiny of competent judges. The eager eyes of opposite counsel

are upon him, intent upon the discovery and exposure of his blunders. No

base metal passes current here; groundless pretensions are unmasked; and,

if the client has suffered by the errors of his counsel, the public are sure to

know it. The quack physician may sometimes rely upon the discreet silence

of the dead; but the quack lawyer can place no such reliance upon the dis-

cretion of the living.

It is quite a common opinion among the ignorant, that the practice of

the legal profession is inconsistent with the obligations of conscience, or,

that its tendency is unfavorable to strict integrity of character. I advert to

this, not for the purpose of vindicating the profession from so groundless

a charge, but to put you upon your guard against a class of men who some-

times disgrace the profession. There is a class of men who, without any love

for, and mostly without any knowledge of the law, as a science, betake them-

selves to the law as gamblers do to cards, as a convenient means of filching

a dishonest living; who either wantonly, or, which is nearly as reprehensible,
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by lending themselves to the worst passions of irritated litigants, stimulate

and encourage litigation for the sake of a fee. They are generally men

whose talents are admirably fitted for getting men into difficulties, but

wholly unfitted for getting them out. Such men, happily rare among those

admitted to the bar, are essentially knaves and pettifoggers, who, like the

same class outside of the profession delight in neighborhood quarrels, and

render litigation epidemic and malignant wherever they appear.

There are, also, occasionally to be fbund, I regret to say, men of rare

talent and high attainments, but without moral principle, and recognizing

no obligation which the law does not enforce, who resort to the law as

hypocrites resort to the church,'to perpetrate iniquity with less suspicion and

greater success.

Both these classes, if they had not taken to the profession, as a cover

for their villainies, would probably have taken to crime under a less re-

spectable disguise.

The whole tendency of the study of the law, as a science, is to elevate

and purify the mind, to give it acuteness and discrimination in the discovery

of right and wrong, to inspire a love of justice and equity, a hatred of

wrong, injustice and oppression.

The science of the law is mainly the science of doing unto others, as

we would that others should do unto us. Its chief aim is to enforce this

principle of human conduct. True, it does not always perfectly attain this

object. The aim of all men is happiness; but it is never fully attained in

this world. The reason of the failure is the same in both cases. Man is an

imperfect being, and all his laws, and all his efforts, will partake of his im-
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perfections. There are shades and gradations of wrong which no human

laws can undertake to redress; because these laws must be administered by

men, and through the aid of human testimony. Nothing short of Omnis-

cience can see the truth and the bearings of human transactions precisely

as they are; nor judge, with certainty, all the motives of men. And he

who acknowledges no higher obligation than human laws, proclaims himself

a villain at heart, who, but for those laws, would not hesitate to commit the

foulest crimes.

He who loves the law, as a science, keeping in view its ultimate object,

will naturally, and almost necessarily, be an honest man. He will see, as all

respectable members of the profession do see, that there is nothing, and can

be nothing, in the duties of his profession, in any respect, inconsistent with

the strict observance of truth and honesty, with the performance of every

duty he owes to God, to society, or to any of his fellow men; that he is no

more at liberty to violate any of these duties than other men; that there can

be no such thing as inconsistent duties; that his duties to his clients are

subordinate to the great cardinal duties he owes to God and to society;

that his mission is to secure the triumph of justice, to detect, expose and

crush iniquity; that knowingly to aid a client in the perpetration of a fraud,

or the consummation of any wrong or injustice, is to make himself equally

guilty with the client, and a little more contemptible; since he becomes a

mere hireling in wickedness. He will spurn every attempt to secure his
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aid in the prosecution of a claim, or the maintenance of a defence, which

he knows to be fraudulent or unjust; and if, in the course of a cause, he

discovers that he has been unwittingly entrapped into such a position,

he will refuse to proceed, and leave the client the responsibility of select-

ing less scrupulous counsel.

Counsel are, no doubt, often deceived by the false statements of clients,

and induced to believe the client an honest and injured man, when he is but

a designing knave. Such clients will seldom be induced to reveal their

nefarious schemes to respectable counsel, as they can not hope to enlist his

sympathies in their behalf.

But the strong sympathy which counsel Will naturally feel for those who

seek his aid and his zeal to protect them from injustice, doubtless have a

tendency to make him slow to believe anything to his client's prejudice,

and to look upon all testimony against him as false or suspicious, when it

does not appear in the same light to others. In this way, his zeal for the

right may sometimes make him an unconscious instrument of wrong.

Compelled, as counsel generally are, to get their first ideas of a case from

the statements of their respective clients, opposing counsel, in the great

majority of cases, do sincerely believe their respective clients in the right,

and the opposite party in thewrong. Each of the opposing parties, also,

not unfrequently thinks himself in the right; while it is evident one must

be mistaken, and perhaps both; for many law-suits originate in honest

mistake: and self-interest blinds the eyes of parties, as zeal and sympathy

do the eyes of counsel. And if it be true, that zeal for a client; and a natural

pride of success, will sometimes lead even respectable counsel, in the heat
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of conflict, to pass the line of perfect rectitude, and, for the moment, to

think more of the success than of the justice of his cause--a fault more

common with the young than with more experienced counsel-this is

only to say, that lawyers are not exempt from the ordinary frailties of man;

and like other men, no doubt, they repent of such errors when the heat of

the conflict is passed, and reflection has taken the place of excitement.

The first duty of the professional lawyer is that of a peacemaker, to

calm the excited passions, to check the vindictive feelings of clients, and to

bring them back to reflection. Every experienced member of the profession

knows that the amount of litigation would be doubled, often the peace of

families, sometimes of neighborhoods and whole communities, disturbed,

and a state of intestine warfare kept up, by a general neglect of this duty-

by counsel simply lending themselves to the dishonest schemes and

exasperated passions of clients. No urging would be needed; simply fol-

lowing is enough to produce this result.

No honorable lawyer will ever advise litigation where substantial justice

can be obtained without it. He will never try a cause till every reasonable

effort for settlement has been exhausted; nor will he ever advise a client to

insist upon the utmost strictness of his legal rights; he will rather advise

him to forego some portion even of his equitable rights for the sake of

peace.

If we were at liberty to consider this question without any reference to
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duty or to morals, as a simple question of personal policy, it would still be

found that this course of practice will, in the end, be most advantageous

to the practitioner. It will inspire confidence, and secure the best class of

business. He might not make money so rapidly at the outset. Doubtless

money may be more rapidly obtained, for a time, by larceny or highway

robbery, than by honest means; but this mode of making money is not likely

to succeed long, nor to become permanently profitable. Few crimes are more

injurious to society than that of encouraging wanton litigation. And he who

can nowhere find professional employment, without encouraging litigation,

may safely conclude that he has mistaken his vocation, that society does not

need his professional aid, and that he had better turn his attention to some

other means of support.

But no man is at liberty to regulate his professional conduct by considera-

tions of profit and loss only.

Every individual, all classes of men, in all the relations of life, have duties

to per form, duties to each other and to the society in which they live; and the

duties of every individual, and of every class, are in exact proportion to

the power and influence of the individual or the class. Every augmentation

of power or influence brings with it the additional and corresponding duties.

And, as the legal profession possess more power over the whole field of

litigation than any other class, so are they under a corresponding obliga-

tion to exert that power for the good of society. And the same may be said

of the influence which, as a class, they possess in moulding and improving

the laws and institutions of the country in which they live.

I shall not undertake to enumerate all the various duties and obligations
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of the profession; they are well understood, and, I am glad to believe,

generally observed by the reputable members of the profession. But, as all

these duties and obligations grow out of the position occupied by the pro-

fession with reference to the society at large, it may not be amiss to con-

sider what that position is.

The only just, philosophical view which can be taken of this subject is

this: that the profession constitutes one of the great departments of human

labor for the common good.

Every branch of knowledge, as well as every variety of physical labor,

is brought into requisition for the supply of human wants, and the promo-

tion of the social welfare. But, as in physical labor, no one individual can

ever acquire sufficient dexterity in every variety of occupation, and a

division of labor enables each to attain greater practical skill in his par-

ticular department, and thus increases the aggregate product; so in the

field of mental labor, it is impossible for any individual to acquire that com-

plete familiarity with every branch of knowledge, and that practical skill

in its application, which are necessary to any high degree of success; and

hence the necessity of a division of mental labor.

Thus, for illustration: the human body is a complicated and delicately

constructed piece of mechanism, liable to numberless derangements known

as diseases, almost infinitely varying in type and intensity, and often ap-

proaching and blending with each other. To cure these diseases, the peculiar
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characteristics of each disease and, to some extent, of each individual con-

stitution, must be studied; and the effects of the various kinds of medicines,

and other curative agencies, must be ascertained. Here is the study of a

lifetime, a demand for the knowledge which has only been acquired through

the accumulated observation and experience of successive generations, and

the safe, practical application of which necessarily becomes a specialty.

This is the province of the physician.

To correct, by persuasion, by appeals to the judgment and better feelings

of men, the natural tendency of the passions to excess, to soften their asperi-

ties, to purify and elevate the affections, to teach us to love justice and mercy

for their own sake. to make us better in all the relations of life, and to allevi-

ate the afflictions incident to our condition, with the hope of a better life

hereafter-these objects require special qualifications and discipline. Here is

the province of the clergyman.

But such is the tendency of the human passions and propensities to run

to excess, and in default, as well as in defiance of moral and religious teach-

ing, to resort to wrong and violence; and so liable are men, even with the

best intentions, to misapprehend each other, and to understand, in a dif-

ferent light, the same transaction, that every community, as it emerges

from barbarism, where force alone decides, must have fixed laws for the

protection of right, and the redress of wrong.

And, as in civilized society, business transactions, social relations and

duties, become almost infinitely various and complicated, and the more so,

the more civilization advances-so, in corresponding ratio, must the laws

which apply to and regulate them, become various and complicated also.
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To ascertain the nature of these various transactions and duties, their re-

lations to each other, the principles involved in, and the laws applicable to

each-to acquire that thorough knowledge and accurate discrimination

necessary to a ready, practical application of those laws, in such a manner

as to secure the rights of parties and the public welfare-to accomplish

this requires years of careful study and preparation. This is the province

of the lawyer.

All these professions or departments of mental labor, and many others,

are' necessary to the full development of civilized life, and, when properly

directed, all work harmoniously together for the common good.

It is this tendency which must always determine their legitimacy, and

measure their utility.

All these professions, like all other departments of labor, and all the facul-

ties of the mind, are liable to abuse. Should the physician, to gratify his

own or another's malice, or to acquire or give to others the means of

perpetrating some Other crime, poison or drug his patient instead of curing

him-should the lawyer make use of his professional talents to promote

schemes of robbery and fraud, on his own or another's account, or stir up

litigations for the sake of business or a fee-should the clergyman become

a wolf in sheep's clothing, and for selfish or mercenary ends, countenance

vice, because it is popular, sanction and encourage injustice or oppression,

because it is strong, and spurn its victim because he is weak, take ad-
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vantage of the confidence his position inspires, to sap the morals of his

flock, and lure the unsuspecting into crime, or inculcate hatred and bitter-

ness, instead of kindness, mercy, peace and good will to men-then, in these

several cases, the physician, the lawyer, the clergyman, equally perverts

the end and object of his profession, and, instead of performing its duties,

abuses its privileges.

The present might be deemed a proper occasion to indulge in some words

of practical advice to those who are preparing to enter upon the practice of

the profession for the first time. But the forty minutes which I had pre-

scribed to myself are'so nearly expired, that I shall not be able to say much

upon this head. And if I had the time, yet-knowing the qualifications,

the experience and fidelity of your Professors, I should enter this field with

the greatest diffidence. But there are two considerations, generally con-

sidered of minor consequence, but which I deem of so much practical im-

portance, that at the risk of repeating what may already have'been said,

and better said, by your Professors, I will take the liberty of suggesting

them.

Most of you, who have not yet entered'upon the practice, will probably,

be'fore doing so, spend some time in the office of some practicing lawyer.

While so employed, and afterward, when you engage in the practice for

yourselves, let me caution you against fallinginto the habit-of trusting too

much to printed forms or precedents, or, to any forms prepared by Others.

It will be much better to accustom yourselves to the drawing of pleadings

and every kind of legal instrument, entirely from your knowledge of legal

principles. After having completed the paper in this Way, if not-entirely
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certain of its sufficiency, then, for the first time, consult some approved

form. This will furnish suggestions, and serve to test your accuracy. Let

this process be repeated until fully satisfied of entire correctness. This

course will seem slow and laborious at first, but it will become easier at

every attempt; and it is the only course which can ever give ready practical

skill in this department of the profession. It compels and keeps up

familiarity with legal principles and the modes of their application, induces

the habit of looking to the substance, rather than the forms of things, and

makes a scientific lawyer rather than a legal mechanic.

Many young men of good talent have settled down into third-rate

lawyers, because they found it so much easier, at first, to avail themselves

of forms ready drawn, than to go through the necessary labor and thought

of preparing them. In yielding to this seductive habit, they have saved labor,

but dwarfed the intellect. They have relied upon crutches till they are un-

able to walk alone.

It is hardly necessary to say, that when you have once acquired a ready

facility in drafting legal papers, you may safely resort to printed forms as

occasion may require.

Another very common error with the young man, just commencing the

practice of the law, is his anxiety to do too much business at the outset.

His motto, at this stage of his professional life, should be, to make haste

slowly. He is just beginning to apply his store of legal principles to actual
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practice, to real transactions, as they arise. He has already acquired, per-

haps, the dextrous use of the foils, and the highest skill in feigned combats;

but he is now to enter the earnest conflict, to wield and to ward the naked

steel. The utmost circumspection is necessary, and his progress at first must

be slow and cautious. He should see clearly the bearings of every question

in the case or transaction he undertakes, and of all the legal principles in-

volved, arranging and classifying everything in its proper place.

Every succeeding case, every item of business done in this thorough

and methodical way, will increase his facility, and* he will find himself

progressing with accelerated speed. But if he take upon himself, at once,

more than he can thus thoroughly and systematically perform, his store

of legal principles may become confused and disarranged before he has

acquired a reasonable facility in their use; his mind may become bewildered,

and he may find himself forgetting rather than improving. To use terms

borrowed from the printing office, his stock of legal principles may be

thrown into pi before they are well locked in the form.

One suit thoroughly and ably managed is worth more to the young prac-

titioner than ten carelessly conducted; not only for the reasons already

stated, but because much of his reputation and prospects may depend upon

his early efforts. It may take some time to overcome the effects of a false step

in this stage of his career. The public sometimes decide too hastily, and do

not always make sufficient allowance in such cases.

But I must hasten to a conclusion:

That there is, to-day, a graduating class in the law department, shows

that a second important epoch in the history of the University has, at length,
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been inaugurated. The medical department had already proved a complete

success, and its beneficial effects have, for years, been felt by that profession

and the public.

As the laws upon which man's physical health and physical existence, as

an individual, depend, seem naturally to take precedence of those which

regulate his rights and duties in relation to others and to society, it was,

perhaps, fitting that the establishment of the medical, should precede that of

the legal department.

But the law department has now, also, become a fact accomplished; and,

contrary to the common experience of such institutions, it has had no in-

fancy, no childhood. It sprung at once into complete efficiency and vigorous

manhood. This, to some, has been a matter of surprise: but for myself,

I thought it had become a public want: I knew your Professors, and I

anticipated the result.

To all who feel an interest in the advancement of science and the dis-

semination of knowledge in our State, as well as to the Regents, and the

Professors in this institution, and to you, gentlemen, it must be a matter

of congratulation, to see the University of Michigan rapidly becoming what

its name imports, and what the public interest requires, an institution which

shall afford, within itself, full and complete instruction in every branch

of human knowledge. But to none can this be more gratifying than to the

able, zealous and efficient officer who presides over this institution, who
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has for years so patiently and perseveringly, through good and through evil

report, and in the face of all discouragements, labored with so much success

to bring about this result. When assailed he did not reply: when reviled

he reviled not again; but his works have spoken for him.

11:3. BY-LAWS OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS PERTAINING TO TIE LAW

ScHooL

SOURCE: By-Laws of the Board of Regents, 1861-1958

i861

BY-LAWS OF TIE LAW DEPARTMENT

The Faculty.

Sec. I. There shall be at least three professors in this department,

to be denominated the Law Faculty, to whom shall be assigned the several

branches of law, intluding Constitutional, International, Maritime, Civil,

Commercial and Criminal Law, Medical Jurisprudence, and the Juris-

prudence of the United States, as shall be determined by resolution of the

Board of Regents.

Sec. 2. The immediate government of this department shall be vested in

the Law Faculty, who shall advise, direct and instruct the students in the

several branches of learning taught in the department.

Sec. 3. General meetings may be held as the faculty shall direct, and the

Dean may call special meetings when he shall deem it necessary, or on the

application of any two professors.
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Sec. 4. A majority of all the members of the faculty shall constitute a

quorum, and the presiding officer shall always be entitled to a vote.

Sec. 5. The faculty shall annually appoint one of their number Secretary,

who shall keep a record of all their proceedings, and submit the same to

the Regents at the annual meeting. He shall also keep a book in which

shall be registered the name, age, and place of residence of each student,

with the time he entered, and the time he leaves the Law department.

Sec. 6. The faculty shall present at the annual meeting of the Regents

in each year, a report upon the past operations, present condition, and future

prospects of the department, with such recommendations as they may think

proper to make for its improvement.

Of Admission.

Sec. 7. No student shall be admitted to this department who has not

attained the age of eighteen years.

Terms and Hours of Instruction.

Sec. 8. There shall be one law term each year, commencing on the first

day of October, and continuing until the Law commencement.

Sec. 9. A system of lectures, study, practice and examinations, shall be

pursued in the Law department, and shall extend through a period of two

years.

Sec. 10. There shall be at least ten lectures and examinations each week

during the entire course.
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Sec. 1. The law faculty shall devise and recommend a course of study

and exercise in detail, to be pursued by students during the entire course,

and submit the same to the Board of Regents. And they shall also submit

such modifications of the same, from time to time, as they may deem ex-

pedient. The course shall be so arranged, as far as may be, that students

may begin with any term.

Sec. 12. Moot courts shall be organized, and such other measures adopted

by the Law Faculty as may most effectually promote the practical knowl-

edge and application of the principles taught.

Sec. 13. The text books to be used may be selected by the faculty, subject

to the control of the Regents, from the whole range of a full law librdry.

Degrees.

Sec. 14. The degree of Bachelor of Laws may be conferred upon those

who shall pursue the full course of two years, pass an approved examina-

tion, and be recommended by the Law Faculty.

Sec. 15. That degree may also be conferred upon those who shall have

attended other law schools for a period equal to one year of our course,

or shall have practiced law one year under a license from the highest court

of general jurisdiction in any State, and shall also have pursued one year's

course in the Law department of this University, shall pass an approved

examination and be recommended by the faculty.
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Sec. 16. Candidates for graduation must announce themselves as such, in

writing, to the Dean of the Law Faculty, at least three months before the

commencement at which they wish to graduate.

Sec. 17. Each candidate for graduation must be twenty-one years of

age, and must sustain a good moral character. He must also have written

and deposited with the law faculty, at least one month before graduation,

a dissertation on some legal subject, of not less than forty folios in length.
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BY-LAWS OF THE LAW DEPARTMENT

The Faculty.

Sec. I. There shall be at least three professors in this department, to be

denominated the Law Faculty, to whom shall be assigned the several

branches of law, including Constitutional, International, Maritime, Civil,

Commercial and Criminal Law, Medical Jurisprudence, and the Juris-

prudence of the United States, as shall be determined by resolution of the

Board of Regents.

Sec. 2. The immediate government of this department shall be vested

in the Law Faculty, who shall advise, direct and instruct the students in

the several branches of learning taught in this department.

Sec. 3. General meetings may be held as the faculty shall direct, and the

Dean may call special meetings when he shall deem it necessary, or on the

application of any two professors.
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Sec. 4. A majority of all the members of the faculty shall constitute a

quorum, and the presiding officer shall always be entitled to a vote.

Sec. 5. The faculty shall annually appoint one of their number Secretary,

who shall keep a record of all their proceedings, and submit the same to

the Regents at the annual meeting. He shall also keep a book in which shall

be registered the name, age, and place of residence of each student, with the

time he entered, and the time he leaves the Law department.

Sec. 6. The faculty shall present at the annual meeting of the Regents

in each year, a report upon the past operations, present condition, and fu-

ture prospects of the department, with such recommendations as they may

think proper to make for its improvement.

Of Admission.

Sec. 7. No student shall be admitted to this department who has not

attained the age of eighteen years, nor until he shall have presented to the

faculty satisfactory evidence of good moral character.

Terms and Hours of Instruction.

Sec. 8. There shall be one law term each year, commencing on the first

day of October, and continuing until the Law commencement.

Sec. 9. A system of lectures, study, practice and examinations, shall be
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pursued in the Law department, and shall extend through a period of two

years.

Sec. o1. There shall be at least ten lectures and examinations each week

during the entire course.

Sec. Ii. The law faculty shall devise and recommend a course of study

and exercise in detail, to be pursued by students during the entire course,

and submit the same to the Board of Regents. And they shall also submit

such modifications of the same, from time to time, as they may deem ex-

pedient. The course shall be so arranged, as far as may be, that students

may begin with any term.

Sec. 12. Moot courts shall be organized, and such other measures adopted

by the Law Faculty as may most effectually promote the practical knowledge

and application of the principles taught.

Sec. 13. The text books to be used may be selected by the faculty, sub-

ject to the control of the Regents, from the whole range of a full law library.

Degrees.

Sec. 14. The degree of Bachelor of Laws may be conferred upon those

who shall pursue the full course of two years, pass an approved examina-

tion, and be recommended by the faculty.

Sec. 15. That degree may also be conferred upon those who shall have

attended other law schools for a period equal to one year of our course, or

shall have practiced law one year under a license from the highest court of
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general jurisdiction in any State, and shall have pursued one year's course in

the Law department of this University, shall pass an approved examination

and be recommended by the faculty.

Sec. 16. Candidates for graduation must announce themselves as such, in

writing, to the Dean of the faculty, at least three months before the com-

mencement at which they wish to graduate.

Sec. 17. Each candidate for graduation must be twenty-one years of age,

and must sustain a good moral character. He must also have written and

deposited with the faculty, at least one month before graduation, a disserta-

tion on some legal subject, of not less than forty folios in length.

1883

BY-LAWS OF TIlE LAW DEPARTMENT

The Instruction.

Sec. I. The Professors in this Department shall give instruction in the

several branches of the law.

Method of Instruction.

Sec. 2. Instruction in the Law Department shall be by lectures and ex-

aminations, and one or more of the professors will have general supervision
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of the reading of students and will guide and direct them therein. There

will be lectures on five days of each week and at least two lectures each day.

Moot Courts.

Sec. 3. For instruction in practice there will be frequent moot courts,

and students will be aided in the preparation of pleadings and briefs.

Length of Course.

Sec. 4. The law course is completed in two years. The course of instruc-

tion is so arranged that students at their option can begin with any term.

Requirements for Graduation

Sec. 5. Any person paying the prescribed fees shall be at liberty to attend

the law lectures and be enrolled as a student, but no person will be received

as a candidate for a degree until he has passed such an examination as

satisfies the Faculty that he has such education as will fairly justify his

entering upon the practice of law after his legal studies are completed.

Sec. 6. Applicants for admission to the graduating class, in addition to

the evidence of preliminary education, must show either: (I) That they

have attended for one term in this department or some other law college of

approved standing, or (2) That they are licensed practitioners in the highest

court of law and equity in this or some other state. And if the license

emanates from a state whose rules for admission to the bar do not require

attainments corresponding to those demanded in the States generally, the

applicant will be subjected to an oral examination in order to test his fitness

1922
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for advanced standing.

TIE LAW SCIOOL

(Established as a Department in October, 1859)

AIMS

Section I. The Law School shall give instruction in the

history and development of jurisprudence, the principles

on which laws are founded and the procedure by which they are admin-

istered, to the end that its students may become prudent counsellors, wise

legislators, and useful leaders.

RESEARCH

Sec. 2. Research shall be encouraged in this School,

in the study among other things of "comparative

jurisprudence and legislation, national and state, and of foreign countries,

ancient and modern."

REQUIREMENTS

Sec. 3. In order to maintain a high standard

FOR ADMISSION

of intellectual attainment among the students

of this School, the requirements for admission shall include certain pre-

liminary studies, the amount and character of which may from time to
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time be determined by the University authorities (Cf. supra, Preamble),

and made public through the usual channels. (Cf. supra, Chap. VI.)

LOANS OF BOOKS

Sec. 4. The University Librarian, if re-

quested by the Dean of the Law School,

may authorize the loan of books from the Law Library to local attorneys,

for a period of not more than three days, provided said books shall not be re-

moved from Ann Arbor, and that their absence shall not conflict with the

needs of the students or Faculty of the Law School.

1940

LAW SCHOOL

Sec. 13.0o. General Purpose. The Law School shall be maintained for

the purpose of providing instruction and conducting research in law and in

the science of jurisprudence, comparative jurisprudence, and legislation, to

the end that its graduates may become prudent counselors, wise legislators,

and useful leaders. (Chap. XI, Sections I and 2, B.L., 1923, revised.)

Sec. i3.oa. Powers of the Governing Faculty. The governing faculty

of the Law School shall be in charge of the affairs of the school. It shall

provide the necessary courses of instruction. It shall prepare suitable re-

quirements for admission, proper curriculums, and appropriate require-

ments for graduation, which shall become effective upon approval by the

Board of Regents. It shall recommend to the Board candidates for degrees.

It shall exercise such other powers as are ordinarily exercised by school or
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college governing faculties.

(Chap. XI, Sec. 3, B.L., 1923 revised.)

Sec. 13.o3. The Dean. The executive functions of the Law School shall

be performed by.the Dean.

Sec. 13.o4. The Lawyers Club. The Lawyers Club shall be maintained

for the purpose of providing a residence hall, dining hall, and club for law

students, law faculty, and visiting lawyers. It shall assist in promoting

and supporting legal research and in promoting the interests of the legal

profession, the welfare of the law students, and the study and advancement

of the law. The management of the Club and its affairs shall be vested in a

Board of Governors.

Sec. 13.05. Law Institute. The Law School may maintain a Law Institute

for the purpose of discussing timely topics of the law with and for members

of the bar and for interchange of ideas with respect thereto. The times at

which such institutes shall be held, the subject matter to be discussed, and

the speakers to be engaged shall be as determined from time to time by the

governing faculty of the Law School.

1945

LAW SCHOOL

[Substantially the same as for 1940.]
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1948

LAW SCIOOL

[Substantially the same as for 1940.]

1958

LAW SCIOOL

[Substantially the same as for 1940.]

11:4 TIE UNIVERSITY OF MICIIGAN LAW SCHIOOL-AN EVALUATION:

1959

SOURCE: Report of an evaluation made on April 23-24, 1959, by

William B. Lockhart, Dean of the University of Minnesota

Law School, and Charles B. Nutting, Director, Buhl

Foundation, Pittsburgh

NOTE: The mimeographed report, prepared for the American Bar

Association, Section on Legal Education, is reproduced in its

entirety, including the "few minor qualifications" referred

to in the first paragraph, with the exception of budgetary

information.

I. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The University of Michigan Law School, now in its hundredth year of

operation, is generally recognized as one of the outstanding institutions of

its kind in the United States. The University, of which it is a part, likewise

is regarded highly and is certainly one of the best tax-supported institutions
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in the nation. The enrollment in the Law School varies between 850 and

900. The students come from every section of the United States and from

twenty other countries. Less than fifty per cent are residents of Michigan.

The graduates are similarly distributed. There is, of course, no question

that the School complies fully with all of the requirements and standards

of the American Bar Association and the Association of American Law

Schools. As will appear in greater detail later, subject to a few minor quali-

fications, the faculty, physical plant, curriculum, admissions policies and

academic standards are more than satisfactory.

2. GENERAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The Law School is well supported by the University. The salaries of

faculty members, as far as we are informed, rank favorably with those paid

in any law school. . ..

The University of Michigan does not have a maximum salary. The

general policy, followed throughout the University as well as in the Law

School, is to pay what is necessary to attract and retain capable faculty
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members. We understand that there is a greater concentration of high

salaries in the Law School than in other areas of the University with the

possible exception of medicine, where comparison is difficult owing in part

to varying arrangements regarding the extent to which private practice is

permitted.

It should be noted here that most of the support of the Law School comes

from general University funds. As far as we are aware there is no policy

that support of the School is dependent on tuition receipts. Funds from the

Cook Endowment are used chiefly for research and have no effect on the

salary structure except that in some cases a faculty member may spend

part or (temporarily) full time on a research project, in which case the

appropriate portion of his salary is paid from research funds.

Salaries of individual faculty members are determined by the Dean in

consultation with the Dean of the Faculties of the University. He also de-

termines the amount of salary increases in the same way.

At the time of our visit, the state of Michigan was undergoing a severe

financial crisis due in part to the business recession and in part to political

complications arising between the governor and the legislature. Although

this has occasioned some uneasiness in the University as a whole, officials

seem confident of the outcome and the Law School apparently has not as

yet suffered because of the situation. Michigan, we might add, has a long

standing tradition of encouraging higher education. There seems to be no
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reason to suppose that this will be abandoned except that as problems of

expansion arise, there may be increased pressure to limit the number of

out-of-state students. This pressure will be resisted by the administration,

although fees for these students may be increased so that they will be re-

quired to bear a greater proportion of the total cost of their education.

3. UNIVERSITY RELATIONS

The University is relatively decentralized, considering its very large size.

The Dean of the Law School reports as to academic matters to the Vice

President and Dean of Faculties, who, incidentally, holds the title of Pro-

fessor of Law, although he is not at present actively engaged in teaching.

We have the impression that relations between the Law School and the

central administration are most cordial. The Dean was at one time Provost

of the University and it is obvious that his wisdom and judgment are relied

on not only in connection with Law School matters but in broader fields as

well.

There is, of course, central financial control. In general, a group of ad-

ministrative officers allocates the available funds to the respective schools,

taking into consideration the budget recommendations of the deans. On

the basis of a rather lengthy conversation with the Dean of Faculties we

have the impression that within the general allocation the Dean of the Law

School has almost complete freedom with respect to individual cases, al-

though, as has been said, his recommendations are subject to review and

possible discussion.
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4. FACULTY

The Michigan Law School, ever since the time of Judge Cooley, has had

a distinguished faculty. Partly because of a change in the times and partly

because of a series of retirements over the last dozen years, the eminence

of the faculty in the eyes of those who were law students thirty or more

years ago, has somewhat declined. However, it is fair to say that the present

faculty includes some persons of recognized status and many others who

show great promise. Generally speaking, the faculty is relatively young,

energetic, imaginative and capable. We visited as many classes as time

would permit and were, on the whole, impressed with the level of teaching.

It is clear that there is a definite interest in legal research. Most of all, it

appeared to us that the faculty as a body is seriously concerned with the

problems of legal education and is giving thoughtful consideration to the

future of the school.

Two questions seem to be worth raising. . . . The first is that, among

the thirty-six faculty members as to whom information was available

from this source, nineteen received their first law degree from Michigan,

ten received advanced degrees in law from Michigan, and three obtained

both the first and advanced degrees from Michigan. Only ten faculty

members had no previous relationship with the institution. This is not

necessarily a disadvantage, since the pattern is probably typical among high-

ranking schools. However, the School may wish to consider the possibility
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of recruiting a greater proportion of future faculty members from those

who represent a wider variety of experience.

The second question has to do with the age level of the faculty. A rather

high proportion of the members is in the age bracket of the early forties.

This means that in the future the School will be faced with the task of re-

placing, within a relatively short time, a large number of those who will

reach retirement. It may be that in the future the recruitment of men

within a wider age range may be desirable in order to obtain greater con-

tinuity of faculty personnel, and to avoid the disruption which may result

from wholesale changes.

Apart from these relatively minor matters, the faculty situation seems

excellent. It is clear that the faculty has control of academic policy and of

its own membership. This is well illustrated by our experience at a faculty

meeting which we were invited to attend. It was pointed out that the Dean

will retire at the end of the next academic year. We were told that the

faculty has elected a panel of twelve members from which seven will be

selected to advise the administration regarding his successor. At the same

meeting, the selection of a faculty member was discussed. The committee

on faculty personnel made a recommendation which was adopted by the

whole group after a completely full and uninhibited discussion. We were

impressed by the freedom with which these matters were debated, and are

convinced that the democratic process was fully operative.

With a large faculty such as this, a committee system is necessary. There

appears to be an adequate committee structure . . . . In addition, faculty

members have individual administrative assignments . . .
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Under the rules of the University, professors and associate professors

receive tenure upon appointment. Assistant professors receive a three-

year appointment. In general, promotion is rapid, it being the policy of the

School to employ assistant professors for a three-year term, and associate

professors for three to four years before advancing them to full professorial

rank.

5. STUDENTS

ADMISSIONS

Admission to the Law School for the first degree in law is limited to

graduates of approved colleges, "whose scholastic records and other evi-

dences of ability indicate, in the judgment of the Committee on Admissions,

a reasonable probability of success in the Law School." The Committee on

Admissions, under the leadership of Professor Roy L. Steinheimer, admis-

sions officer, seeks carefully to adhere to the above standard. After careful

scrutiny of each applicant's college record, his Law School Admission Test

score, and other available evidence, an effort is made to reach a fair judg-

ment on whether the applicant is likely to be successful at Michigan. The

Committee considers, as it should, whether an applicant will probably be

successful at Michigan, with its high scholastic standards and its large

student body that precludes the personal attention and coaching possible for

slower students at smaller law schools. The rejection of an applicant does

not mean the Committee has concluded he will not be successful in some
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other school, but only that he is not likely to be successful at Michigan.

The Committee on Admissions uses as a rough rule of thumb standard a

requirement of a 2.5 grade point average in college (on a four-point scale)

and a 5oo Law School Admission Test score. An applicant of good char-

acter who meets both of these standards is admitted without further con-

sideration. If an applicant falls below both of these standards, he is auto-

matically excluded unless he is a close borderline case with other offsetting

factors of promise. Those who meet one of these standards but not the

other are considered individually. A careful look is taken at the college

record to see the character of courses taken and whether there was improve-

ment in his scholastic achievement in the later years of college. On occasion,

some consideration is given to the scholastic standards of the particular

college from which the applicant comes. A high college record is permitted

to offset a lower Law School Admission Test score, and occasionally a

high Admission Test score is permitted to offset a lower college record,

but with considerable more hesitation. On occasion, personal interviews are

used to make a decision in close cases, and some use is made of careful

letters of recommendation.

The faculty of the Law School has now launched a detailed study of

student records back to 1946. One purpose is to see what information of

help on admission can be gleaned from the data. The faculty had before

it a year ago a suggestion for a minor increase in the college grade point

average and Admission Test score required for automatic admission, but
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decided to take no action until the detailed study of past records is com-

pleted. The faculty hopes that this study will provide a solid basis for fu-

ture changes in admission policy.

In the past four years, 22% to 26% of all applicants have been denied

admission. This disregards, of course, the large number of prospective ap-

plicants who do not apply because they know their records do not meet the

normal admission requirements.

The evaluators are satisfied that the Law School is maintaining highly

satisfactory admissions standards. This does not mean that there is no room

for improvement, and the Michigan faculty recognizes the need for revision

of admission policies so as to avoid, if possible, the still rather high attrition

rate in the first year.

SCHOLASTIC STANDARDS AND EXCLUSIONS

The Law School uses the following grading system:

Honor Points Per

Grade

Rating

A

Excellent

B

Very Good

C plus

Credit Hour

4

3

Good

2.5

C

Satisfactory

D

Unsatisfactory

E

Failure

2

I

o
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A student's scholastic standing is determined by his honor point average

on all work taken in the school. A student is excluded if he fails to attain a

1.7 average on his first year's work, or if he thereafter falls below a 1.7

average, except that he may complete the balance of a session or term in

which the grade report comes out and may remain thereafter if he achieves

a 1.7 over-all average at the end of that session or term.

Exclusions-for failure to make this required I.7 average were as follows

in the past three academic years:

First Year

Year

Second Year

Number

Percentage

Number

1955-56

48

14.8%

7

3.2%

Percentage

1956-57

62

17.7%

8

3.5%

1957-58

63

io

The foregoing figures must be reduced by the students who were read-

mitted upon petition, after the faculty had individually considered their

cases. The readmissions were as follows:

Year

After First Year After Second Year

1956-57

8

1957-58

12

1958-59

II

3

2

I
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Those readmitted did not come exclusively from those excluded in the

preceding year, for occasionally a student will be readmitted who has been

out of school for a year or more. But these figures are roughly comparable,

and show that 16% to 19% of those who fail to make the necessary average

in the first year are presently readmitted to continue into the second year.

These petitions are passed on initially by the Administrative Committee,

consisting of the Dean, Associate Dean, Assistant Dean, and Admissions

Officer. They are then submitted to the faculty for approval, and on peti-

tions of this kind there is careful faculty scrutiny and discussion.

The evaluators are satisfied that the faculty is exercising careful and

sound judgment in its action on these petitions seeking exceptions to the

exclusion policy. The petitions are only granted if the faculty is satisfied

that the scholastic performance of the student does not represent adequately

the faculty's judgment concerning his capability for successful work, and

that the reason for his inadequate work no longer exists. A number of

the first year cases were students who got a low grade in one of the two

eight-semester hour courses, Property or Contracts. Courses carrying such

a heavy percentage of the total first-year work give perhaps excessive weight

to the judgment of a single professor, but this risk is softened by con-

sideration of this factor in passing on petitions for readmission.

In appraising these exceptions to the exclusion rule, it should be borne

in mind that students who are readmitted must raise their over-all grade
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point average to 1.7. This means they must do better than a 1.7 average

to stay in school the year after their readmission. A substantial majority

of those readmitted succeed in raising their average and ultimately achiev-

ing the LL.B. degree. These results indicate to the evaluators that the peti-

tion system is working satisfactorily, and does not in any sense jeopardize

the scholastic standing of the Michigan student body.

One rather peculiar feature of the Michigan system is that while a grade

point average of 2 or "C" is required for all work offered for the degree,

seniors with less than a "C" average on their first three years' work may

continue in school so long as they do not fall below a 1.7 average. They

may continue to take courses until they have enough courses in which they

have a "C" average to meet the degree requirements, even though their

over-all average is substantially below a "C."

The Michigan faculty is re-examining its grading standards and scholastic

requirements, just as it is re-examining its admission standards. It is giving

consideration to the features of its present system mentioned above. The

evaluators are satisfied that with a strong faculty seeking improvement in

student work and a higher standard of performance, there is every reason to

be satisfied that the scholastic standards at Michigan will continue to be high.

COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

Despite its size, the Law School seeks to establish personal relations

betweeii faculty and students. Each student is assigned to a faculty member

as his advisor to whom he may go for consultation on any problem, whether

related to the Law School or not. Of course, the students are free to consult
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with any professor, but the assignment of advisors during the current year

has encouraged greater consultation. The Assistant Dean, Associate Dean,

and Dean are also readily available for advice and counsel.

The Law School furnishes to each student an excellent Law Students'

Handbook, which is designed to inform the student on a great many matters

of interest and importance to him. These include instructions on the ob-

jectives of legal education and how to study law; guidance in planning a

law program and making choices among electives; the Law School rules and

regulations on such matters as grading standards; and an explanation of

intramural activities. This Handbook is the best thing of its kind that has

come to the attention of the evaluators.

FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS

During this current year, Michigan granted 151 scholarships to its 862

students. In the undergraduate student body, 16.67% received scholarships

which averaged $532. About two-thirds of the scholarships carry a moral

obligation to repay without interest when the student is able to do so.

During the period from February 1958 to February 1959, the Law School

also made 271 loans to 184 students, totalling $46,660. Of these 65 also had

scholarship assistance. It thus appears that a total of 376 of Michigan's

862 students are currently receiving financial assistance from the Law

School, either in the form of scholarships or loans. The total expenditure

for the year's period in scholarships and loans was $137,675.
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In addition to scholarships and loans, approximately 12 fellowships are

awarded to graduate students totalling around $50,000.

These student aid funds come mostly from endowments. The University

supplies $14,000 in free tuition scholarships, and the Law School received

$8,6oo in current expendable gifts.

Scholarship grants are administered by a Scholarship Awards Committee,

which carefully restricts them to students with financial need. One prac-

tice followed by the Scholarship Awards Committee is to require that a

student help himself by some part-time employment in order to qualify for

a scholarship. The evaluators question whether this is a sound policy, uni-

formly applied. Law Review editors in financial need could certainly do

better with their class work and Law Review work if not expected also to

work fifteen hours a week or so doing additional research for pay. Of

course, research work, if available, is also a form of legal education, but this

practice raises the question as to whether Law Review men in need of

financial aid are not expected to spread themselves too thin. Further, there

is some doubt generally as to the soundness of a policy that encourages

students to take part-time employment as a condition of obtaining financial

aid. When the goal of the Law School should be that the student devote

his maximum effort to the study of law, is a system desirable that en-

courages students not to devote their full working time to study?
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OUTSIDE WORK

The Law School keeps no record of outside employment by students,

but seeks to keep the hours of outside employment reasonable through gen-

erous financial aid. In case of students who must work long hours, the

policy is to encourage the reduction of the course load so as to extend the

three-year program beyond three years. The Law School administrators

do not believe the School has a serious problem of outside work.

RECORDS

Student records have been maintained continuously in the Law School

since 1895. They are presently in charge of a recorder. Individual folders

are maintained for each student. The material includes the student's ap-

plication, a photograph (obtained after the application has been accepted),

all correspondence with the individual, and a cumulative record of grades.

The files seem to be meticulously kept, and are completely satisfactory.

PLACEMENT

The Law School maintains an efficient and useful Placement Office for its

students. The details of its operation are unimportant for the purpose of

this report. It is sufficient to say that placements are handled on a national

basis, and that increasing effort is made to encourage prospective employers

to come to Ann Arbor for interviews.

MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW

The Michigan Law Review is one of the top Law Reviews in the country.
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Students with a "B" average are eligible to try out for the Review, and those

who handle their assignments competently are elected to the editorial board.

As is true elsewhere in the country, the Law Review is moving toward

greater student independence.

CASE CLUBS

The Case Clubs appear to be modeled on the traditional Harvard Ames

Competition program, with minor alterations. Each first-year student may

participate in two briefs and arguments on a voluntary basis. Approxi-

mately 90% participate in the first round, dropping to around 40% to

50% in the second round. In the second year an elimination competition

takes place, with the finalists going into a fourth round. It is unfortunate

that such a large percentage of the students drop out after the first round

in the first year. One of the principal values of this experience is lost when

the student does not follow up with a second brief and argument in which

he has an opportunity to correct some of the errors made the first time.

The program would be improved substantially if some means of encourag-

ing continuance into the second round could be devised.
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STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION

The Student Bar Association is made up of the entire student body, with

the Board of Directors consisting of elected officers of the Association, the

Presidents of the senior, junior, and freshman classes, and the heads of the

other student activities. The Bar Association engages in the usual activi-

ties customary for such organizations, and appears to be an actiye and use-

ful organization. For example, it was the Bar Association that stimulated

the establishment by the Law School this past year of the system of faculty

advisors for each student.

6. CURRICULUM

The Law School has a well-balanced and generous curriculum, which in-

sures that the students will be well-grounded in the fundamentals and can

specialize to some degree in the areas of their interests. While all of the

first year and a part of the second year is required, there is a wide choice of

electives. The School offers ten to twelve seminars each semester, insuring

one or more seminars for those students interested in individual and group

work. Unfortunately, the School has not felt that it could require all

students to take at least one seminar as a degree requirement, because of the

large number of students. There is talk of such a requirement within the

faculty, and an expectation that with further increase of the faculty it

may be possible to establish such a requirement.

The Curriculum Committee has been engaged in recent years in a rather
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leisurely look at the curriculum, which has thus far produced minor

changes. For example, two or three years ago, a second year legal writing

and research program was established that is producing good results. Next

year an experimental one-third of the second year class will participate in

the first semester "Integrated Program in Procedure." These students

will take simultaneously Pleading and Joinder, Trials and Appeals, Evi-

dence, Administrative Tribunals, and Taxation, culminating in eight-hour

integrated seminars in which the content of the various courses will be

brought into focus on problems. Other innovations in curriculum are

under consideration.

The evaluators find that the Michigan faculty is not satisfied to rest

on past achievements and is beginning to seethe with inquiry and self-

criticism as it starts to re-examine its teaching program. Out of this is

certain to come further improvement in the curriculum, both in content

and in teaching method.

7. LIBRARY

The library is completely autonomous from the general University. It is

under the direction of a faculty member. He is the only member of the

staff who has faculty status, and he has teaching responsibilities in addi-

tion to his library duties. The 1958-59 budget showed twenty professional

staff members and seven secretarial positions. . ..
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The library includes about 300,000 bound volumes in addition to a great

number of pamphlets and unbound periodicals. Approximately forty per

cent of the collection is composed of material from non Anglo-American

sources. Only faculty members, law review members, and graduate students

have access to the stacks. However, about 30,000 volumes on open shelves

are available to the students. These include a complete set of reports,

digests, citators, and other books which would be regarded as the elements

of a working library. As far as we could determine, the library is used by

many students throughout the day and evening. A minor problem, as to

which there is probably no effective solution, is the occupation of the library

by students from other areas of the University. Some of these invaders

represent scholastic and others, biological interests.

The physical aspects of the library are considered in the section of this

report dealing with the Physical Plant.

8. SPECIAL PROGRAMS

In addition to the. regular undergraduate law instruction, certain special

activities of the Law School should be noted.

RESEARCH

The Law School has a very ambitious and well-financed program of re-

search. For the year 1959-60 it has a "research budget" totalling $291,820.

About $90,000 of this is non-recurring in nature, but roughly $200,000 is

available annually and is budgeted on the basis of recommendations of the
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Law School Graduate and Research Committee, subject to faculty approval.

Most of these funds are income from the Cook Endowment, but for next

year $14,500 comes from the Lawyers Club Research Fund, which is con-

tributed by alumni in the form of dues to the Lawyers Club.

The budget for 1959-60 is a good indication of the tremendous value of

the research funds as an aid to research. Approximately $50,000 is used

to pay professors. Some of these regularly devote part time to research

duties. Others are relieved of teaching duties for a portion of the regular

academic year and paid from these funds in order to go forward on a re-

search project. Approximately $4o,oo0 is used for regularly employed

research assistants at various levels, ranging from genuine research workers

to secretaries, and another $50,000 goes for fellowships to graduate

students.

Grants in aid to professors to advance their research in various ways

amount to $116,ooo for 1959-60. This pays for such matters as additional

stenographic work, research assistants, travel and any other expenses that

may be required for the particular project. These projects are outlined in

advance to the Committee, and the amount that can be made available for

the particular project is then included in the proposed budget, finally ap-

proved by the faculty.

The value of such research funds as an aid and encouragement to re-

search cannot be overstated. This is one of the truly great strengths of
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Michigan. When funds can be provided to give a professor the aid he needs

in carrying forward a research project, or even to free his time for a

semester when needed, the impetus to research is bound to be great. Of

course, funds without the incentive and ability are futile, but the Michigan

faculty has both the incentive and the ability.

The Research Committee now publishes an annual summary of progress

in research by its faculty. This lists every research project upon which its

faculty members have been working, and briefly indicates the progress

made. A glance over the impressive record for the year ending June 1958

satisfies the evaluators that the research funds are being well used, and that

the Michigan faculty ranks high in productive research.

GRADUATE PROGRAM

The Law School offers a number of programs for graduate students

leading to the degrees Master of Law and Doctor of the Science of Law.

The requirements for these degrees are similar to those of other law

schools offering graduate work. Generally speaking, emphasis is placed

on the preparation of law teachers, although programs are available for

lawyers wishing to specialize in specific areas. As noted below, special ar-

rangements for students from other countries have been made.

The heavy emphasis placed on research as noted above and the generous

support which has been made possible through the Cook Endowment create

an excellent environment in which graduate work may be carried on. We
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did not make a detailed study of the program, but our general impression

is favorable. The School is experiencing some difficulty in attracting gradu-

ate students of high caliber partly, at least, because of the many employment

opportunities now available to persons who have obtained their first law

degree. This situation is not unusual.

LEGISLATION

The Law School operates a Legislative Research Center, which is be-

coming increasingly effective. At present, several graduate students, work-

ing under the direction of a faculty member, are engaged in projects involv-

ing research and legislative drafting. It is now the policy to undertake one

principal program every two years. The current investigation has to do with

metropolitan problems. A previous one dealt with water resources. The

projects are inter-disciplinary in nature, and involve intensive investigation

not only of the law but of the political, economic, and social considerations

involved in the particular program. Services are also available for special

projects. In addition, all state statutes are received shortly after passage

and are made available to faculty members whose fields are affected.

FOREIGN STUDENTS

The Law School has a substantial number of students from other

countries. As a rule, they are not encouraged to become candidates for the
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LL.B. The degree of Master of Comparative Law is available for students

whose basic training has been in civil law systems. Qualified students may

also become candidates for the degree of Doctor of the Science of Law,

which is described as primarily a research degree. The program for foreign

students might well be considered at length, but for the purposes of this

report an extensive discussion seems unnecessary.

CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION

The Law School conducts a number of conferences and institutes pri-

marily for the benefit of members of the Michigan Bar. The number of

participants has ranged from about two hundred to more than a thousand.

Among others, the following topics have been discussed; Civil Procedure,

Practical Property Problems, The Internal Revenue Code, and Advocacy.

We understand that although the Law School will continue its interest in

the field, it is felt that in the future the major responsibility for activities

of this type should be assumed by the Bar Association.

9. "OUTCOMES"

The Law School does not keep formal records regarding its graduates.

Such information as is available indicates that the institution has a good

record as far as Bar examinations are concerned. We were informed that

in the period from October 1954 to March 1957 92.9% of the Michigan

graduates taking the California Bar passed. In the state of Michigan, 68

passed and 12 failed in April 1957 while 68 passed and 17 failed in
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September 1958.

It is said that about 40% of the alumni remain in Michigan, while the

remainder go elsewhere. The 1950 alumni directory shows the following

distribution:

Michigan

2745

California

640

District of Columbia

Illinois

480

1696

Indiana

832

Missouri

480

New York

Ohio

Pennsylvania

Io56

1760

704*

* Editor's note. The 1950 alumni directory shows these additional figures:

Other States

1724

Territories

3

Foreign Nations

66

A study prepared some fifteen years ago indicated that about two thirds

of Michigan graduates go into private practice, about 12% into government

service, and about o0% into corporate employment, while the remainder
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take up miscellaneous occupations. It is believed that the present percentage

going into corporate work may be somewhat higher.

10. PHYSICAL PLANT

The Law School is housed in the W. 'V. Cook Law Quadrangle. Com-

pleted in 1933, the Quadrangle includes Hutchins Hall, containing class-

rooms and offices, the Legal Research Building, the Lawyers Club, and the

John P. Cook Building. The two latter structures afford living accommoda-

tions for about 350 students. Since about half of the present student body

is married, most of the remainder can be accommodated in the Quadrangle.

The buildings are Jacobean Gothic in style. If they had been erected

twenty years later, a more functional type of architecture might have been

selected. As it is they seem to be quite satisfactory at the moment, and

probably for the next five or ten years, depending upon the rate of expan-

sion in enrollment which may be decided upon. Two minor criticisms were

noted. In at least some of the classrooms, painting which was done after

World War II interfered with the acoustical treatment of the walls and

ceilings. Steps are being taken to remedy this situation. The lighting in the

library constitutes a difficult problem due to the high, vaulted ceiling in the

main reading room. We were informed, however, that twenty-five candle

power is available at table surface where fluorescent lighting comes from

lamps on the tables. This seems sufficient except in the intervals between

the lamps where some difficulty was noted. Again, this matter is under con-
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sideration.

A Faculty Planning Committee has reviewed the physical facilities and

has made recommendations for expansion should this become necessary.

